1. Constitutional framework of international trade regulation

- Articles 22 and 29 of the Constitution
- The COCOM Case


2. International trade agreements and domestic economic regulations

- Treaty-making powers
- Article 98-2 of the Constitution
- The Nishijin Necktie Case
- The Pork Tariff Case


3. Forms of regulatory systems

- Basic laws
- Master plan by the government
- Utilization of private associations
- Licensing of business activities
- Administrative guidance
4. Major laws relating to international trade regulation

- Export control laws
- Import control laws
- Foreign exchange and investment laws
- Antitrust laws
- Government procurement laws


[Exhibit 8] Akinori Uesugi & Kaori Yamada, Japan, Merger Control 2016, pp. 236-241 (merger filing and control)

5. **Intellectual property rights and international trade**

- Parallel importation of genuine trademarked goods
- The Parker Fountain Pen Case (trademark)
- The Fred Perry Case (trademark)
- The BBS Case (patent)
- The CONVERSE Trademark Infringement Case
- Antitrust implications of blocking parallel importation
- Patent and territorial principle


[Exhibit 13-2] Supplemental Teaching Materials (2), pp. 4-12

6. **Interplay and conflict of U.S. and Japanese regulations**

- Recognition and enforcement of U.S. decisions awarding multiple damage in Japanese courts
- The U.S. 1916 Antidumping Act and Japanese blocking and clawback law
- Applicable law on employment contract


[Exhibit 15-1] Private International Law-Labor Contract-Although personal services agreement between American pilot and American Air Service Company stipulates U.S. law, where services were rendered by employees in and employee was dismissed in Japan, as a matter of public policy the contract and the effect of dismissal will be interpreted according to Japanese law, *The Japanese Annual of International Law*, No. 10 (1966), pp. 1889-196

7. **U.S./Japan antitrust disputes**

- The Tanner Crab Case
- The Daishowa Case
- The Fax Paper Case
- The TV Tubes Case
- The Empagran Case


[Exhibit 17-1] Mitsuo Matsushita, “Alaskan Tanner Crab Investigation” (An affidavit)

Alternative Approach in the Judicial Balancing of International Comity Considerations”,


[Exhibit 19-1] Supplemental Teaching Materials (3), pp. 13-15 The Samsung Case (JFTC), the Motorola Case (US), the Innolux Case (EU) and Diagram of the cases

[Exhibit 19-2] Supplemental Teaching materials (4), pp. 16-29

[Exhibit 19-3] CR Tube Case: JFTC Decision


8. **U.S./Japan disputes at the WTO**

- An overview of the WTO and its dispute settlement procedures
- Japan/Alcohol
- Japan/Film
- Japan/Apple I
- Japan/Apple II
- U.S./ 1916 Act
- U.S./ Byrd Amendment
- U.S./Facts Available: Arm’s Length Transactions
- U.S./Steel Safeguards
- U.S./Zeroing


[Exhibit 21] *Japan-Taxes on Alcoholic Beverages*

[Exhibit 22] *Japan-Measures Affecting Consumer Photographic Film and Paper*
[Exhibit 23] Japan: Measures Affecting Agricultural Products

[Exhibit 24] Japan: Measures Affecting the Importation of Apples


[Exhibit 27] United States: Anti-Dumping Measures on Certain Hot-Rolled Steel Products from Japan

[Exhibit 28] United States: Definitive Safeguard Measures on Imports of Certain Steel Products

[Exhibit 29] United States: Measures Relating to Zeroing and Sunset Reviews